Appendix B

Capital Plan Project Sheets

Technology, Asset
Management, and
Planning

PROJECT SHEET COMPREHENSIVE TRIP PLANNER
Description
This project would develop a comprehensive transit trip planner
database and app under the Federal Transit Administration’s
Mobility on Demand Sandbox “subprogram.” The goal of this
project is to enhance the visibility of community transit options
and connections to fixed route services. The database and app
could also form the foundations of a future Mobility as a Service
initiative by adding additional modes as searchable services.
If funded, the project would help community transit providers
develop new General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS)flex databases of their on-demand and curb-hail services that
currently cannot be processed by Google and other conventional
trip planning apps. A website and app would be developed for
customers to create personal trip itineraries across all transit
services “visible” to the GTFS-flex enabled search engine. This
would allow trips to be planned by customers using community
transit and traditional transit around all areas of New Jersey.

Value to Customers

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$3 Million

ȩ Creates a more economically
competitive region with improved
local growth opportunities
ȩ Provides better connectivity for
customers across the state
ȩ Creates safer travel choices for state
residents
ȩ Develops new and innovative
technologies to improve
transportation options

Value to State

ȩ Improves transit system connections
across the state
ȩ Improves first/last mile transit
options for customers
ȩ Creates safer and more efficient
transit options

PROJECT SHEET COMPREHENSIVE TRIP PLANNER
Regional Effect/Socioeconomic Sustainability
A new trip planner app that pairs users with the
best trip plan would enable customers to use transit
more effectively across the state

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$3M

Comfort
By using the trip planner app, customers can plan
their trip more effectively and decrease trip times

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
Intermodal Integration
Trip planning tools that offer customers
multiple options would allow for more
efficient integration of modes during trips
Equity, Inclusion & Accessibility
The trip planner app will integrate
community and traditional transit
networks to provide customers with more
convenient travel choices and better
connectivity

Power a stronger
and fairer New Jersey
for all communities

The trip planner app would allow
trips to be easily planned by
customers using community transit
and traditional transit all around
New Jersey.

PROJECT SHEET NJ TRANSIT MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT
Description
The NJ TRANSIT Mobile App serves over 3.1 million customers,
providing the tools to plan a trip, pay the fare and be informed
with Rail real time travel information. Over the next five years,
continuous investment in the app is required to keep pace
with rapidly improving mobile technology and rising customer
expectations, new technology which will allow NJ TRANSIT to
support every aspect of our customers commute or trip. Broadly,
NJ TRANSIT will capitalize on geotargeting in trip planning,
service and station alerts, and onboard notifications; cooperate
with neighboring transit agencies to develop support for regional
travel; and, integrate with third party vendors to provide first and
last mile travel options into the app. During the next five years
both the customer facing design and functionality of the app and
back end systems supporting it will require ongoing development,
including cloud integration, blockchain transactional database
design and a mobile test lab.

EXISTING:
NJ TRANSIT App

If funded, a state-of-the-art application would improve our
customer’s experience and draw a larger share of customers to
the app, which would in turn decrease NJ TRANSIT’s operational
costs.
Line Item

1

GPS enabled app with active trips across Rail/
Bus/LR

2

Way Finding/trip planning/next stops

3

Third Party integration/rideshare/bikeshare/
parking

PROPOSED:
NJ TRANSIT App

Value to Customers

Regional Ticketing/MTA/PATH/

ȩ Plan, purchase and track their trip

SEPTA/Amtrak

ȩ Simplify regional travel

5

App interface redesign/enhancement

6

Back end redesign/mobile test lab & cloud
integration & block chain

ȩ Real time arrival/departure information
across rail/bus/light rail

4

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$4 Million

Value to State

ȩ Continue to migrate riders to NJ
TRANSIT’s most efficient sales channel.
ȩ Increase customer satisfaction by
improving communication from NJ
TRANSIT

PROJECT SHEET NJ TRANSIT MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT
Regional Effect/Socioeconomic Sustainability
Improving the mobile app to add new functionality
and meet changing customer expectations will
simplify regional travel across all modes

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$4M

Comfort
An improved app platform that offers more
information to customers on arrivals/departures,
transit connections, and service alerts would improve
trip customer quality

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
Project Readiness
Upgrades to the mobile can be completed
within five years and can be rolled out
quickly to customers in phases

Business Performance/Financial
Sustainability
An app with more real time information,
planning tools, and streamlined sales
would decrease operating costs and
improve customer retention

Ensure the reliability
and continued safety
of our transit system

A state-of-the-art mobile app would
improve customer experience, simplify
regional travel, and decrease NJ
TRANSIT operating costs.

PROJECT SHEET IT BUSINESS UNIT IMPROVEMENTS
Description
NJ TRANSIT is investing in internal, business unit. and customerfacing Information Technology (IT) infrastructure to become a
leader in the digital revolution in public transportation over the
next five years.
If funded, IT Business Units Improvements would create safer,
more secure, more robust, and more dynamic processes
to improve overall customer experiences, provide real time
information updates, and better support employees in their work.
These improvements would streamline processes and invest in
the people who keep the NJ TRANSIT system running. Projects
would support business units in eradicating manual processes
and implementing automation to develop operational efficiencies
and increase productivity. Providing staff with the latest tools
would improve customer service and deploying enterprise asset
management systems would enable staff to ensure critical assets
perform at maximum efficiency.

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$126 Million

Value to Customers

ȩ Improves the experience and convenience of nonride infrastructure

Value to State

ȩ Invests in digital technology and people to improve
communications with customers

ȩ Deploys the tools, technology, and talent to listen
and react to customers in real-time

ȩ Modernizes technology and process to allow NJ
TRANSIT to be a leader in transit technology

ȩ Uses NJ TRANSIT as a daily touchpoint to create a
sense of pride in the state and its economy for our
customers by targeting pain points in journeys,
payments, and accessibility

ȩ Enables NJ TRANSIT to develop insights rapidly by
improving capabilities
ȩ Pushes organization towards a culture of
automation, business intelligence, and process
improvement in HR, Finance, Procurement,
Compliance, and Internal Communications

PROJECT SHEET IT BUSINESS UNIT IMPROVEMENTS
Program
Procurement Process
Improvement

Project

Strategy

Enhanced Vendor Management
Procurement Automation
Uplift Procurement Technology

Establish industry leading procurement practices

Procurement integration with Business
Intelligence
HR
Finance

Customer Oriented
Improvements

Enterprise Applications

All BU

Digitized Evaluation of Employee
HR Consolidation

Invest in the people who keep our transit system running

Finance Enhancements

Invest in the people who keep our transit system running

Customer Satisfaction Enhancement

Improve information flow to and from customers

NJ Transit Technology uplift

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Customer Communication Enhancement

Inform: Improve information flow to and from customers

Digitization of Social Communication

Enhance customer comfort throughout their journey

Reform Customer Comfort

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Loyalty Program

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Oracle Upgrades

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Cashless Payments

Integrate and expedite customer payments

Enterprise Asset Management

Enhance our fleet through replacement and preventative maintenance programs

Economic and Technology Intelligence

Keep improving tech that improves customer experience

Improved Data Strategy

Improve our collection and use of data to drive better decision-making

Business Process Re-engineering

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

PROJECT SHEET IT BUSINESS UNIT IMPROVEMENTS
Business Performance/Financial Sustainability
Automating internal processes would decrease
paperwork for staff and increase agency efficiency

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$126M

Comfort
Improvements to agency business processes will
provide staff with the tools to enhance customer
experience and better listen and react to customer
needs

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
Regional Effect/Socioeconomic
Sustainability
Upgrading business unit processes to
better serve customers and staff would
positively affect the entire transit network
State of Good Repair
Creating efficient enterprise applications
to monitor agency assets would increase
operational efficiency and improve state of
good repair

Build an accountable,
innovative, and
inclusive organization
that delivers for New
Jersey

Agency-wide business unit
improvements would help create
safe, secure, robust, and dynamic
processes to improve customer
experience throughout the journey.

PROJECT SHEET IT HQ IMPROVEMENTS
Description
NJ TRANSIT is investing in internal, business unit. and customerfacing Information Technology (IT) infrastructure to become a
leader in the digital revolution in public transportation over the
next five years.
If funded, IT improvement projects would uplift and modernize
IT Infrastructure, IT security, IT support, and monitoring, PMO
set up to improve overall technology and related domain for NJ
TRANSIT. To reinforce the backbone of NJ TRANSIT operations,
IT improvement projects would be focused on revolutionizing
infrastructure and network capabilities to improve customer
and staff experiences. A portion of projects would focus on
disaster recovery to prevent data loss and minimize impacts
on the organization and our customers. Providing infrastructure
resiliency would ensure that there is no disruption at NJ TRANSIT’s
offices, rail/light rail stations and maintenance yards, bus
terminals, garages and Access Link offices. Additional projects
would adapt the best project/program portfolio management
methodologies to rollout a PMO that will unite business units
and keep everyone on track.

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$85 Million

Value to Customers

ȩ Provides a safer, more secure
environment for our customers and
communities we serve

Value to State

ȩ Invests in Information Security
to keep NJ TRANSIT resilient
(e.g., Disaster Recovery, Business
Continuity Planning, embedding
security into all protocol)

PROJECT SHEET IT HQ IMPROVEMENTS
Program
IT Infrastructure
Upgrade

IT

PMO

Project

Strategy

Infrastructure Resiliency

Enhance system resilience to extreme climate events

Disaster Recovery Implementation

Provide a safer, more secure environment for our customers and communities
we serve

Cloud Implementation

Provide a safer, more secure environment for our customers and communities
we serve

Service Desk Enhancements

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Digital Uplifting Datacenter

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Digitization of Manual Processes

Invest in the people who keep our transit system running

Enhanced App Capabilities

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Modernization of Workforce

Invest in the people who keep our transit system running

Security Uplift

Provide a safer, more secure environment for our customers and communities
we serve

Innovative Technology

Keep improving tech that improves customer experience

Business Collaboration

Invest in the people who keep our transit system running

Dynamic PMO Rollout

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

PROJECT SHEET IT HQ IMPROVEMENTS
Business Performance/Financial Sustainability
IT improvements would Increase efficiency of
business operation systems and applications

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$85M

Resiliency
IT improvements at agency headquarters would
make technology assets more secure and resilient to
security threats

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
Regional Effect/Socioeconomic
Sustainability
Upgraded systems, servers, and
applications at headquarters would
positively affect the entire network
State of Good Repair
Modernizing applications, servers, and
systems would provide staff with the tools
to improve the state of good repair of
agency IT infrastructure

Build an accountable,
innovative, and
inclusive organization
that delivers for New
Jersey

Upgrading and modernizing IT
Infrastructure, security, support,
and monitoring would improve NJ
TRANSIT’s overall technology.

PROJECT SHEET IT SURFACE TRANSIT IMPROVEMENTS
Description
NJ TRANSIT operates an approximately 2,300 vehicle bus fleet.
Much of the software used on buses, in bus garages, and at bus
depots is very old and needs to be upgraded to reflect the latest
technologies. If funded, this project would help NJ TRANSIT
make these upgrades and improve customer satisfaction
with features such as ticket validation and app maps with bus
locations and vehicle loads. The projects included would also
improve driver aid and customer safety with features that would
integrate braking, vehicle breakdown detection, and collision
warning.
In addition, projects to improve customer experience on NJ
TRANSIT’s Access Link paratransit service would also be
included.
Upgrades to the light rail PA systems, which include Newark
Light Rail, River LINE, and Hudson Bergen Light Rail, would be
included to better provide information to customers.

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$158 Million

Value to Customers

ȩ Provides a safer, more secure
environment for our customers and
communities we serve

Value to State

ȩ Minimizes revenue loss from
disruption of services

PROJECT SHEET IT SURFACE TRANSIT IMPROVEMENTS
Project

Project Description

Strategy

ViriCiti

Electric Bus AVM

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

IVN Upgrade

IVN3 & IVN4 Upgrade to

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

NeverFail Implementation

Establish a High Availability or Disaster Recovery Environment using NeverFail

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Graphical UI Uplift

Upgrade to Graphical UI

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

CleverCAD Upgrade

CleverCAD Upgrade to 9.5 (Current Version) and Enhancements

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Disruption Management

Disruption Management will allow to react to unplanned situations to provide the passengers
updated information

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

On Board TTS implementation

On-Board Text to Speech (Dispatch Announcements On-Board the Bus)

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Bus Time Upgrade

BusTime Upgrade for Responsive Website that will allow a more modern and intuitive user
experience

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Quick Turn Enhancements

Quick Turn Schedule Only Updates (for Exceptions/Holidays/Changes)

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

CleverCAD Mobile Enhancement

CleverCAD Mobile Enhancements

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

SmartYard Central System

SmartYard Central System

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Upgrade to Bus Depot

Upgrading our Bus Depot with latest technology and tools that will provide accurate real time
information on buses and enhance customer comfort at Bus Depot

Provide a safer, more secure environment for our
customers and communities we serve

Automated Bus Assignment

Technology to improve operations in automating the bus assignments

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

CleverVision implementation

CleverVision implementation

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Monitor Operator Behavior

Operator Behavior - Module 3 (EcoDrive)

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

AVM OnDemand and Optimization

AVM OnDemand Includes:

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Luminator Destination Sign Upgrade Luminator Destination Sign Upgrade Includes:

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Celrado

Celrado Implementation

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Customer Safety thru technology

Improve technology assets to ensure customer safety

Provide a safer, more secure environment for our
customers and communities we serve

Bus Innovation

Bus innovation: Modernize garages and pilot all-door boarding

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Bus hardware/software upgrades

Modernize technology on buses to improve reliability and service

Provide a safer, more secure environment for our
customers and communities we serve

VMIS Replacement

Vehicle Management Information System replacement

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

PROJECT SHEET IT SURFACE TRANSIT IMPROVEMENTS
Project

Project Description

Strategy

AL: Yard Management

The Yard Management module supports the vehicle inventory and parking grid definition

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

AL: Viewpoint Implementation

BI/Dashboard Module for AL

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

AL: Merge AL network with Corporate
Currently AL users are on separate network, request to merge it with Corp network
network

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

AL: ACD upgrades: phone info
displays on computer screen

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Phone information displayed for customer care for better customer service

AL: Workforce Management software Employee mgmt for AL, currently done via email

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

AL: E-learning

AL Team members eLearning - to host video, guides, currently done via email

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

AL: Alexa Type solution for AL
customers using IVR

Voice enabled features for customers (Like Alexa)

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

AL: Continuously recording video
cameras on AL buses (Apollo?)

Upgrade recording capabilities for 24*7 (replace SmartDrive with Apollo). Eight cameras instead
of two on buses and four cameras in car.

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

AL: Off-site Ops Center

Need back-up location for AL to support any disruption at Newark

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

AL: Customer ID Cards (images
captured at Cert and stored on
Trapeze)

Customer ID cards to identify customers

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

AL: Tap and Go payment onboard
vehicles

Some customers don’t travel frequently and request this facility

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

LR: Light Rail PA

PA System for Light Rail (River line, Newark, HBLR)

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

PROJECT SHEET IT SURFACE TRANSIT IMPROVEMENTS

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$158M

Resiliency
Technology upgrades that improve safety and
communication would make all surface transit more
resilient to environmental and human induced
threats
Health/Safety
The addition of new technologies such as driver assist,
integrated breaking, and collision warning would
improve driver and passenger safety

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
Regional Effect/Socioeconomic
Sustainability
Upgraded software and integration of
new technologies will positively affect the
operation of all surface transit
Equity, Inclusion & Accessibility
Improvements to surface transit IT
systems will make it easier for Access
Link customers to use transit and
improve experiences for all surface transit
customers

Ensure the reliability
and continued safety
of our transit system

Upgrades to surface transit
technologies would improve driver
and customer safety, make transit
easier to use for all customers, and
enhance the system’s resiliency.

PROJECT SHEET IT RAIL IMPROVEMENTS
Description
NJ TRANSIT is investing in internal, business unit, and customerfacing Information Technology (IT) infrastructure to become a
leader in the digital revolution in public transportation over the
next five years.
IT projects addressing rail improvements would create safer, more
secure, more robust, and more dynamic processes to improve
customer experiences and provide real time information updates.
If funded, these projects would help process improvement,
invest in people who keep our transit system running, and invest
in targeted rail infrastructure programs to reduce delays and
alleviate capacity constraints.

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$56 Million

Value to Customers

ȩ Improves the experience of customer journey,
provide more safe, secure, reliable service
ȩ Deploys the tools, technology, and talent to listen
and react to customers in real-time
ȩ Invests in digital technology and people to
keep NJ TRANSIT safe, secure, reliable to
communicate with customers and keep them
informed

Value to State

ȩ Enables NJ TRANSIT to get to a single source of
truth and develop insights rapidly by improving
emerging capabilities in data & analytics, lean
methodologies, and API repositories
ȩ Uses NJ TRANSIT as a daily touchpoint to create a
sense of pride in the state and its economy for our
customers by targeting pain points in journeys,
payments, and accessibility

PROJECT SHEET IT RAIL IMPROVEMENTS
Project

Program

Rail

Strategy

PA system For Rail

Improve information flow to customers

Rail Asset Management

Invest in targeted rail infrastructure programs to reduce delays and alleviate capacity
constraints

Smart Train

Smart train with Wi-FI and additional features

TIMS- Track Information Management System

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

RTVL- The Real Time Vehicle Locator - capability of locating our
trains and equipment in real time

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Telematics / ORBITA- predictive asset management

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

TRS Replacement- Rail’s On-Time Performance reporting

Invest in targeted rail infrastructure programs to reduce delays and alleviate capacity
constraints

TQS Replacement- Rail’s train and engine various qualifications

Invest in targeted rail infrastructure programs to reduce delays and alleviate capacity
constraints

Electronic/Mobile Inspections- Periodic Inspections and
Preventive Maintenance

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Wi-Fi MMC/ROC
Electronic Wheel Set Forms

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

Infrastructure Engineering Asset Management System

Deliver tech that improves customer experience

PROJECT SHEET IT RAIL IMPROVEMENTS
Comfort
Improved customer experience and real-time
information updates would increase comfort for
customers

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$56M

Regional Effect/Socioeconomic Sustainability
Rail improvements would target all rail lines across
the NJ TRANSIT system

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
Service Reliability
Targeted rail infrastructure programs
would be designed to reduce delays and
alleviate capacity constraints
State of Good Repair
Technology improvements to rail
infrastructure would enhance the agency’s
ability to improve and maintain state of
good repair

Ensure the reliability
and continued safety
of our transit system

Implementing IT rail improvements
would create safe, secure, and
robust processes to improve
customer experience and state of
good repair.

PROJECT SHEET SURFACE TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION PROGRAM
Description
A number of vehicle assist and fleet automation technologies are
emerging in the transportation industry. NJ TRANSIT views these
technologies as opportunities to improve the safety, reliability,
and management of operations in crowded garages, improve
driver safety, and realize future enhancements to surface
transportation services. If funded, five automation technology
pilot projects are proposed.
Automated vehicle (AV) bus pilot project operating in
dedicated right-of-way (ROW)
• Test the operations of a fully autonomous 45’ coach bus
on a test track at Fort Monmouth that offers different types
of intersections to mimic real world traffic conditions.
•

Road segments would vary from straight to curved to
make pilot testing conditions as realistic as possible

•

On-site testing would be fully separated from all other
traffic and buses

•

Include vehicle procurement services, pilot setup,
operations testing, monitoring, and report evaluations

Driver assist bus pilot project operating in mixed traffic
• Assist drivers in increasing spatial and object awareness,
limit driver distraction, and ultimately, increase safety on
transit lines
• Test the operations of a 45’ bus with driver assist
capabilities at normal speeds in mixed traffic on normal
revenue passenger routes
• Driver assist technology would be incorporated into a
planned bus procurement
• Include vehicle procurement or contract modification with
driver assist technologies, pilot setup, operations testing,
and report evaluations

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$20 Million

Automated bus project to pilot the automation of bus
navigation through a bus garage facility
• Make bus movements at the garage facility faster and
safer, decrease bus operator error in choosing the wrong
bus, and increase operational efficiency
• Retrofit 40’, 45’, and 60’ articulated buses with automated
driver assistance systems software
• Software would connect to steering, braking, acceleration,
and power switch systems, allowing the bus to
autonomously navigate the test site
• Use Meadowlands garage as test facility as it already
services these three bus types
• Three phases of testing are recommended with phase
one addressing parking and recall, phase two covering
wash and fuel, and phase three addressing charging
simulation
• Include vehicle procurement services, deployment setup,
operations testing, and report evaluations
Driverless automated light rail vehicle (LRV) to evaluate and
test use of automated vehicle (AVS) technologies in LRV
portion of one NJ TRANSIT Light Rail systems
• Use similar to the infrastructure being tested in buses
and autos on segments of light rail systems that could be
designated as a test area during hours when the line is
not in operation
• Integrate AVS technologies into the LRV, and operate
along a ROW that has multiple at-grade crossings and
open platform passenger boarding areas
• Work with the vehicle manufacturer to integrate the
systems, identify a rail segment for testing, develop a
testing plan and operating parameters, and report results
from observations and evaluations
Mobility on Demand (MOD) demonstration project
• Pilot for “first mile/last mile” service in three zones along
the U.S. Route 9 corridor in central New Jersey
• Partner with transportation network companies (TNC)
and taxi operators for on-demand service connecting
area residents to mainline U.S. Route 9 commuter buses
• Goal to engage TNCs or taxi operators to serve as feeders
to/from regional bus park and rides that allow transit trunk
routes to be more frequent and TNCs to serve as more
convenient connectors for customer’s first/last mile ride
home from the park and ride hubs

Value to Customers

ȩ Lessens disruption to service associated with
operational issues and/or maintenance work
ȩ Creates opportunities for improvement in
services and safety

Value to State

ȩ More efficient operations and use of limited
garage space
ȩ Improvements to vehicular safety
ȩ Develops new and innovative technologies to
improve surface transportation services

PROJECT SHEET SURFACE TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION PROGRAM

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$20M

Business Performance/Financial Sustainability
The piloted technologies would ease operations,
make more efficient use of crowded facilities, and
improve agency capacity to deploy emerging
technology
Equity, Inclusion & Accessibility
New vehicle assist and fleet automation technologies
would improve transit accessibility for all customers

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
Regional Effect/Socioeconomic
Sustainability
The technologies piloted as part of this
program have the potential to affect the
entire NJ TRANSIT bus and light rail systems
Project Readiness
The pilot program can be completed within
five years and begin quickly

Ensure the reliability
and continued safety
of our transit system

Piloting vehicle assist and fleet
automation technologies would
improve reliability and operations,
as well as enhance surface transit
services for all customers.

PROJECT SHEET LOW SPEED AUTONOMOUS SHUTTLE PILOT
Description
A pilot project is proposed to test a low-speed autonomous
vehicle (AV) shuttle. This project would assess the feasibility of
utilizing an AV system to enhance community transit offerings
where more system capacity is needed. Further, the project could
reveal opportunities for automated shuttles to provide first mile/
last mile access to NJ TRANSIT’s existing bus and rail stations.

PROPOSED:
Autonomous Shuttle

If funded, this project would test up to three vehicles in two-years
at Fort Monmouth. Year One would cover private road testing to
build confidence in the system. If successful, Year Two would
test open door service around Fort Monmouth and adjacent NJ
TRANSIT bus and rail stations, potentially expanding to bus stops
on NJ Route 35 and the Little Silver Rail station. Access to and
from Fort Monmouth is important as the Fort serves inclusionary,
senior, and market-rate housing, as well as support services and
a growing technology hub.

Value to Customers

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$8 Million

ȩ Improves transit system connections
ȩ Improves first/last mile transit options for
customers
ȩ Lessens disruption to service associated with
operational issues and/or maintenance work

Value to State

ȩ Creates more economically competitive
region with improved growth opportunities
ȩ Creates precedent for AV technology in
New Jersey that could transform the state’s
current economic trajectory
ȩ Provides better connectivity for customers
ȩ Improves vehicle safety
ȩ Development of new and innovative
technologies to improve surface
transportation services

PROJECT SHEET LOW SPEED AUTONOMOUS SHUTTLE PILOT
Business Performance/Financial Sustainability
The pilot project would decrease operations and
maintenance costs as many of the operations would
be automated

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$8M

Regional Effect/Socioeconomic Sustainability
This pilot project could potentially be used on many
buses across the NJ TRANSIT bus system

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
Project Readiness
This pilot project could be completed
within two years and would be ready to
start very quickly
Equity, Inclusion & Accessibility
The pilot project would serve inclusionary,
senior, and market-rate housing at Fort
Monmouth

Ensure the reliability
and continued safety
of our transit system

Assessing the feasibility of using
an autonomous vehicle system
would enhance community transit
offerings where more system
capacity is needed.

PROJECT SHEET ENTERPRISE ASSET MANAGEMENT: FACILITY INSPECTIONS FY21 - FY23
Description
Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21) requires
NJ TRANSIT to report annually on the State of Good Repair
(SGR) of capital assets, to the FTA National Transit Database
(NTD). The FTA uses NTD data to apportion funding to transit
agencies across the country. To receive funding from the FTA,
NJ TRANSIT must report to the NTD in a compliant manner.
NJ TRANSIT has established a program for Facility Inspections
that involves the physical inspections, the assessment of facility
conditions, achieving and maintaining a State of Good Repair
(SGR), and complying with the Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) Transit Asset Management (TAM) Final Rule, issued July
26, 2016 for inspection of approximately 285 locations, that
would enable more efficient and effective management of our
facilities across all modes.
The NJ TRANSIT Facility Database Management System (FDMS)
would support NJ TRANSIT enterprise asset management for
the NTD reporting for the facilities asset category.

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$9 Million

Value to State

ȩ Improves knowledge of assets and
accurate reporting
ȩ Provides better justification of
funding requests
ȩ Enhances understanding of short
and long-term funding needs

PROJECT SHEET ENTERPRISE ASSET MANAGEMENT: FACILITY INSPECTIONS FY21 FY23
Health/Safety
The resulting state of good repair improvements
would make NJ TRANSIT’s entire networks safer for
customers and employees

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$9M

Service Reliability
Regular inspection and assessment of facilities would
improve service reliability

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
State of Good Repair
Facility inspections and assessments would
improve understanding of asset conditions
and maintenance and capital needs

Regional Effect/Socioeconomic
Sustainability
Facility inspections and assessments would
provide NJ TRANSIT with the information
to make facility improvements across the
network

Build an accountable,
innovative, and
inclusive organization
that delivers for New
Jersey

Supporting the facility inspection
program would enhance state
of good repair, support business
performance, and improve customer
experience and safety.

PROJECT SHEET ENTERPRISE ASSET MANAGEMENT (EAM) PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE
(PMO)
Description

Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century (MAP-21)
requires transit agencies to develop an enterprise strategy
for managing assets. Asset Management is fundamental for
effectively maintaining NJ TRANSIT’s $5.3 billion in assets,
ensuring the system is in a State of Good Repair and providing
the level of service that our customers demand.
NJ TRANSIT established the Enterprise Asset Management
(EAM) Program Management Office (PMO) to lead and manage
a program of change through the delivery of a range of projects
that establish the vision and future state for asset management
at NJ TRANSIT. The PMO’s initial work involves establishing new
processes and practices, establishing data standards, identifying
the preferred approach for an Enterprise Asset Management
System, and developing the analytical tools and investment
prioritization procedures that would enable more efficient and
effective management of our assets across all modes.
If funded, the work completed as part of the EAM PMO over the
next several years would establish the first phase of improvement
work, which, once implemented would result in the following
goals being met.

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$8 Million

Value to Customers

ȩ Improves customer experience due to improved
SOGR
ȩ Allows better use of fare revenue toward
customer-facing improvements

Value to State

ȩ Improves knowledge of assets and accurate
reporting
ȩ Provides better justification of funding requests
ȩ Enhances understanding of short and long-term
funding needs

PROJECT SHEET ENTERPRISE ASSET MANAGEMENT (EAM) PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICE (PMO)
Health/Safety
The resulting state of good repair improvements
would make NJ TRANSIT’s entire networks safer for
customers and employees

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$8M

Service Reliability
Improved management of transit assets and better
understanding of maintenance and capital needs
would enhance service reliability

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
State of Good Repair
EAM PMO would enhance state of good
repair by improving understanding of asset
conditions and processes for identifying
maintenance and capital needs
Business Performance/Financial
Sustainability
EAM PMO would provide data and
information to improve NJ TRANSIT’s
decision making process and
understanding of future investment needs

Build an accountable,
innovative, and
inclusive organization
that delivers for New
Jersey

Supporting the work of the EAM PMO
would enhance state of good repair,
support business performance, and
improve customer experience and
safety.

PROJECT SHEET UPDATED PLANNING STUDIES
Description
Over the years, NJ TRANSIT has conducted numerous studies
in partnership with regional and local stakeholders to plan for
expansions to New Jersey’s multi-modal transit system. NJ
TRANSIT recognizes the importance of expanding service
to accommodate more customers and support emerging
development patterns and economic vitality.
If funded, this project would propose updates to several past
studies to determine their feasibility in the current environment
and with the application of recent technological innovations.

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$5 Million

Value to Customers

ȩ Expands transit network to provide
convenient options for more
customers
ȩ Creates new and faster transit
connectivity to employment
centers, educational institutions,
medical centers, and other major
trip attractors and generators
throughout the State

Value to State

ȩ A more economically competitive
region with improved local growth
opportunities.
ȩ Creates a more efficient and
environmentally sustainable transit
network.
ȩ Lessens congestion on local roads
and major highways.

PROJECT SHEET UPDATED PLANNING STUDIES
Study
West Trenton Line Passenger
Service Study

Monmouth-Ocean-Middlesex Line
Feasibility Study
New Brunswick Area Passenger
Service Study

West Shore Line Passenger Service
Restoration Study

Newark-Elizabeth Passenger
Service Study
River LINE to West Trenton Study
Phillipsburg Extension Study
New York, Susquehanna & Western
(NYS&W) Line Passenger Service Study

Description
Determine the feasibility of restoring passenger service on the CSX-owned West Trenton Line to provide service between SEPTA’s West Trenton
Station in Ewing and NJ TRANSIT’s Raritan Valley Line at Bridgewater.
The service would provide a direct connection between West Trenton and Newark Penn Station. This project was last studied in 2007 when NJ
TRANSIT published an Environmental Assessment. An updated study would assess the feasibility of using the CSX ROW for passenger service
under current conditions, examine potential vehicle technologies, and determine initial conceptual designs.
Investigate extending NJ TRANSIT commuter rail service to better serve Monmouth, Ocean, and Middlesex Counties in Central New Jersey.
A previous study in 2002 proposed various alignments connecting a southern terminus in Lakehurst with the North Jersey Coast or Northeast
Corridor Lines in Middlesex County. An updated study would reassess these alignment options given recent development patterns and
determine a preferred vehicle technology
Build on previous studies examining light rail service in Middlesex County.
The most recent study was completed in 2001, and proposed a light rail alignment following Route 18 and connecting Piscataway, New
Brunswick, and East Brunswick. An updated study would evaluate alignments and propose additional modal alternatives beyond light rail,
including BRT and autonomous rail or bus vehicles.
Determine the feasibility of restoring passenger service to the West Shore Line, currently part of CSX’s River Subdivision, to improve transit within
Hudson, Bergen, and Passaic Counties in New Jersey and Rockland County in New York.
Based on previous studies, passenger service along the West Shore Line would run between Hoboken and West Nyack, New York via the
Secaucus Transfer and Meadowlands Sports Complex. This study would examine the previously proposed alignment, recommend new
alignments to complement recent development patterns in Bergen County, examine potential vehicle technologies, and determine initial
conceptual designs.
Assess the alternatives for extending Newark Light Rail service to connect the downtown areas of Newark and Elizabeth with Newark Airport.
The study would examine the previously proposed 8.8 mile light rail alignment and develop additional alignment and modal alternatives to
reflect recent technological advances in autonomous vehicles.
Assess a possible extension of the River LINE to connect to SEPTA’s West Trenton Station in Ewing. This study would determine the feasibility and
potential benefits of this extension given recent development trends.
Examine extending the Raritan Valley Line to Phillipsburg to relieve congestion on Interstate 78 and Route 22. Last studied in 2010, an updated
study would reassess the proposed rail extension and develop potential modal alternatives, including enhanced bus service or BRT.
Determine the feasibility of restoring passenger service on the NYS&W Line between Pompton Junction and Hawthorne. The study would
examine the feasibility of using the NYS&W Line for passenger service, examine potential vehicle technologies, and determine initial conceptual
designs.

PROJECT SHEET UPDATED PLANNING STUDIES
Environmental Sustainability/Air Quality
An expanded transit network would reduce vehicle
emissions and provide a more efficient, sustainable
transportation option

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$5M

Regional Effect/Socioeconomic Sustainability
Expanding the transit network throughout the State
would provide better transit connectivity to key
destinations

STRATEGIC GOALS MET
Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind
Project Readiness
Planning studies could be completed
within two years and would be ready to
begin quickly
Ridership/Capacity
Expanding the transportation network
would increase the customer base and
provide more convenient options to
existing customers

Power a stronger
and fairer New Jersey
for all communities

Updating planning studies
would lay the groundwork for NJ
TRANSIT to expand service and
better support economic vitality.

PROJECT SHEET STATE OF GOOD REPAIR (SOGR) PROGRAM
Description
NJ TRANSIT operates over 200 commuter rail and light rail
stations, bus park and rides and other facilities that our customers
touch and use every day. In addition, there are dozens of facilities
that service the infrastructure and fleet that our customers use
every day that must be kept in a good state of repair to provide
clean, reliable, on time service. Continuous improvements to
keep and restore these facilities to a state of good repair are
a critical part of ensuring these assets are preserved, and that
customers enjoy a safe and comfortable interaction with the NJ
TRANSIT system. NJ TRANSIT constantly performs conditions
inspections for all NJ TRANSIT assets to assess their state
of good repair across the entire facility inventory. This was
done to both comply with Federal Transit Asset Management
System (TAMS) requirements, but also to systematically inspect,
categorize, and prioritize necessary work across the largest
state-wide transportation system in the country. This ongoing
process would be constantly updated as a standard business
practice so that every asset in the system inventory would be
re-inspected on a maximum three-year cycle.
To manage this geographically and numerically expansive
number of facilities, the State of Good Repair Program has been
created to rapidly address critical needs as they are identified
by NJ TRANSIT’s TAMS inspections, Operations group alerts,
and customer complaints at the wide variety of NJ TRANSIT
facilities. The program is intended to leverage an innovative
Job Order Contracting (JOC) delivery tool to allow for rapidly
deployed repair teams to effect treatments and repairs in days
or hours instead of weeks or months to quickly make near term
improvements to the state of good repair to public facing facilities.
In the State of Good Repair program, deficient conditions are
prioritized and dispatched for prompt repair based on priority
of need, as follows our strategic and capital needs where the
safety of our customers and employees comes first, but also to
be able to demonstrate a responsive and nimble organization
that can quickly repair deficient facility assets that ensure
continued and efficient operation of NJ TRANSIT service, and
create a mechanism that offers rapid and constant improvement
to the facilities our customers use every day. This effort is being
treated as an ongoing Program and funding shown reflects a
yearly investment that can be adjusted up or down dynamically
to meet the needs of the system

Value to Customers

ȩ Enhances comfort for customers at
improved facilities.

ESTIMATED PROJECT COSTS
(2020 DOLLARS):
$214 Million

Value to State

ȩ Extends service life of facilities while
improving state of good repair
systemwide.

PROJECT SHEET STATE OF GOOD REPAIR (SOGR) PROGRAM
Health/Safety
Public facing facilities would be safer for customers
as three types of inspections are done to review for
any critical needs

ESTIMATED TOTAL
PROJECT COSTS

$214M

Regional Effect/Socioeconomic Sustainability
NJ TRANSIT facilities across the transit system would
benefit from this program

STRATEGIC GOALS MET

Service Reliability
Facilities that are maintained regularly
would support expedited boarding and
alightings which would allow for continued
reliable service
State of Good Repair
This program would ensure that NJ
TRANSIT public facing facilities would be in
good condition and would rapidly address
any critical needs

Deliver a high-quality
experience for all
our customers, with
their entire journey in
mind

Ensure the reliability
and continued safety
of our transit system

This program would rapidly
address critical needs identified by
inspections, operations group alerts,
and customer complaints at NJ
TRANSIT public facing facilities.

